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Abstract

JSON-to-JSON transformation languages enable the transformation
of a JSON document into another JSON document. As JSON is grad-
ually becoming the most used interchange format on the Internet
there is a need for transformation languages that can transform the
data stored in JSON in order for the data to be used with other sys-
tems. The transformation can transform the document structurally,
for example by altering the hierarchical structure of the document.
The transformation can also transform the document textually, for
example by renaming fields or altering values. None of the existing
JSON-to-JSON transformation languages have become a standard
(Jellife, 2017). This work evaluates the expressive power of the
JSON-to-JSON transformation language Jolt. Jolt have recently been
adopted by Apache and support have been introduced in some of
their products. If a transformation language have expressive power
that are at least equal to Nested Relational Algebra this implies that
a transformation language can perform many advanced transforma-
tions. In this work a formal model of Jolt is defined, referred to as
Jolt0, in order to compare its expressive powers to Nested Relational
Algebra. For that purpose, the operations of another formal model
called MQuery which have been proven to have equivalent expres-
sive power to Nested Relational Algebra are translated into Jolt0.
It is shown that Jolt does not have expressive powers equivalent to
Nested Relational Algebra.

We further compared the performance of four JSON-to-JSON trans-
formation languages (Jolt, Handlebars, Liquid, and XSLT 3.0) by
constructing tests where the different transformation languages ex-
ecuted equivalent transformations. The transformations were eval-
uated by measuring runtime and memory usage. The study shows
that XSLT 3.0 performed worst in all run time and memory usage
tests. When transforming large input data XSLT 3.0 performed sig-
nificantly worse than the other languages.
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Sammanfattning

JSON-till-JSON transformationsspråk möjliggör transformationer från
ett JSON-dokument till ett annat JSON-dokument. Eftersom JSON
gradvis håller på att bli det mest använda data-utväxlingsformatet
på internet så finns det ett behov av transformationsspråk som kan
transformera data som är lagrad i JSON formatet för att kunna an-
vändas med andra system. Transformationen kan transformera do-
kumentet strukturellt, till exempel genom att förändra den hierar-
kiska strukturen på dokumentet. Transformationen kan även trans-
formera dokumentet textuellt, till exempel genom att döpa om fält
eller ändra värden. Ingen av de existerande JSON-till-JSON trans-
formationsspråken har blivit en standard (Jellife, 2017). Det här ar-
betet undersöker uttryckskraften av Jolt vilket är ett JSON-till-JSON
transformationsspråk. Jolt har nyligen fått stöd av Apache i några av
deras produkter. Om ett transformationsspråk har en uttryckskraft
som är ekvivalent med nästlad relationell algebra innebär det att
språket kan utföra många avancerade transformationer. I det här
arbetet definieras en formell modell av Jolt, kallad Jolt0, för att kun-
na jämföra dess uttryckskraft med nästlad relationell algebra. Till
det syftet så översätts operationerna från en annan formell modell
med namnet MQuery som har bevisats ha ekvivalent uttrykskraft
med nästlad relationell algebra till Jolt0. Arbetet drar slutsatsen att
Jolt inte har uttryckskraft som är ekvivalent med nästlad relationell
algebra.

Arbetet undersöker också prestandan för de fyra JSON-till-JSON
transformationsspråken (Jolt, Handlebars, Liquid och XSLT 3.0) ge-
nom att konstruera tester där de olika transformationsspråken ex-
ekverar ekvivalenta transformationer. Transformationerna utvärde-
ras baserat på körstids- och minnesanvändningsprestandan. Studi-
en visar att XSLT 3.0 presterar sämst i alla körstids- och minnesan-
vändningstester. När transformationerna använder sig av stor input
data så presterar XSLT 3.0 signifikant sämre än de andra språken.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Objective and Motivation

JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) is a lightweight semi-structured
data format that is gradually becoming the primary data interchange
format on the Internet (Marrs, 2017). A transformation language is
a computer language designed to transform some input text in a cer-
tain formal language into a modified output text that meets some
specific goal. JSON-to-JSON transformation languages enable the
transformation of a JSON document into another JSON document.
Transformation languages are often used when integrating different
systems that contain data that have structural or textual difference.
The reader might think its clear why a transformation from one for-
mat to another (e.g. JSON-to-XML) is useful but wonder why trans-
formations of the same format (e.g. JSON-to-JSON) are needed.
Even though two systems use the same JSON data format it is often
the case that two system store the data with different structure or
using textual differences. JSON-to-JSON transformation languages
perform transformations so that the data stored with structural and
textual properties of the first system receives the same structural
and textual properties of the receiving system. None of the existing
JSON-to-JSON transformation languages have become a standard
(Jellife, 2017). Organizations and influential people in the indus-
try advocate different JSON-to-JSON transformation languages. As
JSON is gradually being more used in systems there is a need for
an evaluation of existing JSON-to-JSON transformation languages.
Hopefully the results of this report can provide some clarity on the

1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

issue and help organizations choose the most suited transformation
language for their system. Evaluating a transformation language
can be done based on several different criteria. A factor that can be
considered when evaluating transformation languages is run time
and memory usage performance. Companies are often charged or
charge customers based on how much run time and memory usage
the transformations require. If a transformation language is chosen
which have superior memory usage and run time performance, this
can minimize costs of the company. In this work of the four JSON-to-
JSON transformation languages Jolt, Handlebars, Liquid and XSLT
3.0 will have its memory usage and run time performance evalu-
ated.

Another aspect that can be considered when evaluating transfor-
mation languages is expressive power which measures the breadth
of ideas that can be described in a language. A transformation
language with great expressive power can express many types of
operations and therefore accomplish advanced transformations. A
transformation language that is unable to express desired transfor-
mations might not have the expressive power required. In this work,
the expressive power of the JSON-to-JSON transformation language
Jolt was evaluated. It is estimated that the results of this work con-
tains high news value since JSON-to-JSON transformations are be-
coming an important topic with the increasing use of JSON as a data
interchange format and the absence of a JSON-to-JSON transforma-
tion language standard. The objective of this report is to provide
evaluation of the different advocated JSON-to-JSON transformation
languages.

1.2 Research Questions

Do Jolt have expressive powers that are equivalent to nested rela-
tional algebra?

How do Jolt, Liquid, Handlebars and XSLT 3.0 compare in terms
of run time and memory usage performance?
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1.3 Limitations

This report evaluates the expressive power of Jolt, however it will
only consider the operations that are included in the transforma-
tion language. Any additional expressive power that can be added
by writing custom code that will be used with the transformation
language will not be considered. XSLT 3.0 is a specification with
different implementations that can have significantly different per-
formance (Zavoral & Dvorakova, 2009). This work only evaluates
the performance of the XSLT 3.0 Saxon implementation. This work
does not have access to the enterprise edition of the Saxon XSLT 3.0
processor and therefore the use of streaming will not be evaluated
in the performance tests.

1.4 Sustainability

Sustainability is often considered in three dimensions: the envi-
ronmental dimension, the economic dimension and the social di-
mension. The results of this work could benefit both the environ-
mental dimension and economic dimension to a lesser degree. By
choosing a JSON-to-JSON transformation language that have better
performance when it comes to memory usage and run time perfor-
mance, less computer resources is needed for a system that per-
forms transformations. This could result in less hardware being
reserved for the system which would lead to less electricity being
used. Choosing a high performance JSON-to-JSON transformation
language might also impact the economic dimension by reducing
the costs of the system and therefore aiding the economic sustain-
ability of organizations. The result of this work will not impact the
social dimension.
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Background

2.1 Semi-structured data

Semi-structured data is a type of data where the information that
is normally associated with a schema is contained within the data.
Semi-structured data contains semantic tags or other markers to
separate semantic elements and enforce hierarchies of records and
fields. This is sometimes called "self-describing". Semi-structured
data does not conform to the structure associated with typical rela-
tional databases. Semistructured data emerged in the late 1990’s
as an important topic of study for a variety of reasons. One of the
reasons were that new data sources such as the Web arose. The web
could not be constrained by a schema, instead it was desirable to
use flexible semi-structured formats. There was also a need for flex-
ible semi-structured formats that could be used for data exchange
between disparate databases. (Buneman, 1997)

2.1.1 XML - Extensible Markup Language

Extensible Markup Language (XML) is a markup language for doc-
uments containing semi-structured data. XML defines a set of rules
for encoding documents in a format that is both human-readable
and machine-readable. In 1998 the World Wide Web Consortium
(W3C) approved the Extensible Markup Language (XML) 1.0 spec-
ification which is a free and open standard. W3C recommended
it in order to draw attention to the specification and promote its
widespread deployment (Walsh, 1998). XML is widely used today

4



CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND 5

for the representation of arbitrary data structures such as those
used in web services.

2.1.2 JSON - JavaScript Object Notation

JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) is a lightweight semi-structured
data format. JSON defines a small set of formatting rules for the
portable representation of semi-structured data. In 2013 JSON be-
came an Ecma International standard (Ecma International, 2013).
JSON is gradually replacing XML as the primary data interchange
format on the internet (Marrs, 2017). Although being standardized
by ECMA International and IETF has helped JSON to gain indus-
try acceptance, there are other factors that have popularized JSON
such as the simplicity of JSON’s data structures and the increasing
popularity of JavaScript.

A JSON object is a finite set of key-value pairs, where a key is a
string and a value can be a literal, an object, or an array of values,
constructed inductively according to the grammar below. Literals
are atomic values, such as strings, numbers, and Boolean values.
(Botoeva, Calvanese, Cogrel, & Xiao, 2016)

V alue ::= Literal | Object | Array
List < T >::= ε | List+ < T >

List+ < T >::= T | T , List+ < T >

Object ::= {{List < Key : V alue >}}
Array ::= [List < V alue >]

Figure 2.1: Grammar of JSON documents. Terminals are written in
black and non-terminals in blue. Double curly brackets distinguish
objects from sets.

2.2 Transformation languages

A transformation language is a computer language designed to trans-
form some input text in a certain formal language into a modi-
fied output text that meets some specific goal. Transformation lan-
guages are often used with semi-structured data. One example of
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a use case is when migrating data from one system into another.
The export structure of the source system might differ from the tar-
get system. The differences may be textual (different tag names,
attribute names, etc.) as well as structural (different hierarchy, dif-
ferent placement of metadata information such as the order and
child-parent relationship, etc.). A transformation language is often
used to either transform the data textually or structurally so it is
able to be exported to the other system. (Zavoral & Dvorakova,
2009)

Figure 2.2: Adapted image of a Transformation process from (Ivan
Herman, 2003) Copyright © 1994-2003 W3C® (MIT, ERCIM, Keio),
All Rights Reserved. W3C liability, trademark, document use and
software licensing rules apply.
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2.2.1 Transformation languages for XML

2.2.1.1 XSLT

A specification for a style sheet language for XML called eXtensible
Style sheet Language (XSL) was proposed in 1997 to W3C (Adler
et al., 1997). A powerful XML transformation languange: eXtensi-
ble style sheet Language Transformations (XSLT) was generated by
extending XSL with variables and the ability of passing data values
between template rules. The XSLT 1.0 specification was approved
and recommended by W3C in 1999 (Clarke, 1999). The original
primary role of XSLT was to allow users to write transformations
of XML to HTML, thus describing the presentation of XML docu-
ments. Nowadays many people use XSLT as a tool for XML-to-XML
transformations (Bex, Maneth, & Neven, 2002).

2.2.2 Transformation languages for JSON

A large issue with the transformation of JSON is that there is no
standardized JSON-to-JSON transformation language similar to what
XSLT is for XML (Marrs, 2017). There are however some transfor-
mation languages that might have the potential to become a new
standard and have been adopted by large organizations. JSON-
to-JSON transformation languages enable the transformation of a
JSON document into another JSON document that might have its
structure altered, values modified and fields added, renamed or re-
moved (Marrs, 2017). When utilizing a JSON API, for example a
RESTful API, the API might return a JSON document which have
to be transformed to be used with another system. Some sensitive
data might have to be removed, or the structure of the JSON might
have to be transformed to fit the other system’s input JSON specifi-
cation. The following languages were chosen for this work because
each of them have support from either a large organization within
the industry or as in the case of Handlebars, an outspoken support
from an expert in the field.
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2.2.2.1 Jolt

Jolt is a JSON-to-JSON transformation language written in Java where
the specification for the transformation is in itself a JSON docu-
ment. It is an open-source contribution which released in 2013 with
the Apache-2.0 license, the project is available on Github. Jolt grew
out of the company Baazarvoice’s platform API project to migrate
the backend from Solr/MySql to Cassandra/ElasticSearch. It pro-
vides a set of transformation that can be chained together to form
the overall JSON transformation. It is not supported by other lan-
guages or platforms other than Java. Jolt was recently was adopted
by Apache and given support in their NiFi software where Jolt is
included as part of the standard set of processors allowing users to
use Jolt specifications for JSON data flow content. Jolt also became
supported in Apache Camel 2.16.

2.2.2.2 Liquid

Liquid is an open-source transformation language created by the
company Shopify. Liquid is written in Ruby. Liquid has been in
production use at Shopify since 2006 and was released as an open-
source project on Github in 2009 with a MIT-license. Liquid have
been ported to a large set of languages and platforms such as C#/.Net,
Java, JavaScript, C++ and PHP. Microsoft recommends using Liquid
for advanced JSON-to-JSON transformations in their Azure platform
documentation (Microsoft, 2017).

2.2.2.3 Handlebars

Handlebars is a transformation language for HTML, JSON, config
files, etc. Handlebars is an extension of Mustache which is also a
transformation language. Handlebars extends Mustache with fea-
tures such as nested paths, literal values, delimited comments, etc.
which makes Handlebars a transformation language that is suitable
for JSON-to-JSON transformations. Handlebars is supported by a
wide arrange of platforms, including Node.js, Ruby on Rails, Java
and .Net. Tom Marrs, an Enterprise Architect at TEKsystems Global
Services and author of the book "JSON at work: Practical Data In-
tegration for the Web" recommends Handlebars for JSON-to-JSON
transformations (Marrs, 2017).
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2.2.2.4 XSLT 3.0

The specification for XSLT 3.0 received a recommendation from
W3C in June 2017. The XSLT 3.0 and XPath 3.1 specifications intro-
duce capabilities for importing and exporting JSON data. In XSLT
3.0 one accomplishes JSON-to-JSON transformations by doing a so
called round-trip where the JSON data is converted into XML data
whereby the transformations are accomplished on the XML data to
later be converted back into JSON data. The first step of converting
JSON to XML can be accomplished because the XSLT 3.0 specifica-
tion defines a mapping from JSON to XML. The XML representation
is designed to be capable of representing any valid JSON document
other than one that uses characters which are not valid in XML.
The transformation is lossless which means that distinct JSON texts
convert into distinct XML representations. Regular XSLT trans-
formations can now be applied on the XML representation. Later
the transformed XML representation is converted back into a string
conforming to the JSON grammar.

Kay (2016) explored another way of doing JSON-to-JSON transfor-
mations in XSLT 3.0. Kay transformed JSON directly without us-
ing the round-trip solution by transforming the native representa-
tion of JSON as maps and arrays. Kay (2016) showed that when
transforming the native representation of JSON as maps and ar-
rays in XSLT 3.0, several features and functionality for transforma-
tions in XSLT become unusable. The use of traditional rule-based
recursive descent pattern matching is inhibited by the fact that no
parent or ancestor axis is available. Another example of lost func-
tionality is that there is an absence of an instruction corresponding
to <xsl:map> (Kay, 2016). This alternative approach that was ex-
plored by Kay will not be evaluated in this work, the reason for this
is that the approach is deemed uninteresting because of the loss of
functionality.

2.3 Expressive power

The expressive power of a language measures the breadth of ideas
that can be described in that language. (Leitão & Proença, 2014).
By comparing the expressive power of transformation languages we
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can distinguish if one of the languages can perform transformations
that the other language cannot. An important factor when choosing
a transformation language might be to choose a language that can
perform as many kinds of transformations as possible.

2.3.1 Definition of Expressive power

Given two universal programming languages that only differ by a
set of programming constructs, {c1, ..., cn}. If the smaller language
that does not contain the additional constructs can not express the
additional constructs from the larger language with its own set of
constructs this implies that the smaller language is less expressive.

Definition of expressive power: Let L\{F1, ..., Fn} be a sublanguage
of L and let L be a sublanguage of L′. The programming language
L\{F1, ..., Fn} can express the syntactic facilities {F1, ..., Fn} with re-
spect to L′ if for every Fj there is a syntactic abstraction Mj such
that for all L-programs p,

evalL(p) is defined if and only if evalL([[p]]p) is defined.
where ρ = {(Fj,Mj) | 1 ≤ j ≤ n}. (Felleisen, 1990)

2.3.2 Relational Algebra

2.3.2.1 Relational Model

The relational model is an approach to managing data using a struc-
ture and language that is consistent with first-order predicate logic.
All data in the relational model is represented in terms of tuples
that are grouped into relations. A database organized in terms of
the relational model is a relational database. These relations can
be manipulated using the five basic operators select (σ), project (π),
cross-product (×), union (∪) and set-difference (−) which together
form the relational algebra.
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Figure 2.3: Relational model represented pictorially. Each row is
a tuple of data. Each cell of a row is an attribute. The rows are
grouped into tables that form relations. Image from (U.S. Depart-
ment of Transportation, 2001)

2.3.2.2 Relational Algebra

Relational algebra is a procedural query language. Relational al-
gebra operates on instances of relations. There exist five basic op-
erators in relational algebra: select (σ), project (π), cross-product
(×), union (∪) and set-difference (−). There are also some other
algebraic operations that are often used in relational algebra such
as intersection (∪), quotient (÷) and join (./). These non-basic op-
erations can all be formulated with the basic operators and do not
provide any additional expressive power. The operators of relational
algebra are either unary or binary. The expressive power of Rela-
tional algebra have been determined (Paredaens, 1978). This means
that it is possible to evaluate if a language have expressive power
equivalent to relational algebra.

2.3.3 Nested Relational Algebra

2.3.3.1 Nested Relational Model

The nested relational model was designed to be able to represent
complex data structures in a more direct way. The nested relational
model is a typed higher-order extension of the relational model. In
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a nested relation, a tuple may consist not only of basic values but
also of relations in turn. (Van den Bussche, 2001)

Figure 2.4: Nested relations are represented pictorially in the above
diagram. The name of the relation is printed above the box. The
definition of the relation is presented in the top row. The remaining
rows capture the records of the relation. In the relation definition,
if a column is not subdivided then the column is an atomic attribute.
If a column is subdivided, then the top row of the subdivision is the
name of the sub-relation and the bottom row is the definition of the
sub-relation. Image from (Colby, 1989)

Clients in figure 1.3 would be represented in JSON as following:

1 {
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2 "CLIENTS": [{
3 "NAME": "John Smith",
4 "ADDRESS": "311 East 2nd. St. Bloomington, In

47401",
5 "INVESTMENTS": [{
6 "COMPANY": "XEROX",
7 "SHARES": [{
8 "PURCHASE PRICE": 64.50,
9 "DATE": "02/10/83",

10 "NO.": 100
11 }, {
12 "PURCHASE PRICE": 92.50,
13 "DATE": "08/10/87",
14 "NO.": 500
15 }]
16 }, {
17 "COMPANY": "IBM",
18 "SHARES": [{
19 "PURCHASE PRICE": 89.75,
20 "DATE": "06/20/83",
21 "NO.": 200
22 }, {
23 "PURCHASE PRICE": 96.50,
24 "DATE": "11/10/84",
25 "NO.": 100
26 }]
27 }]
28 }, {
29 "NAME": "Jill Brody",
30 "ADDRESS": "41 North Main St. Oberlin, OH 44074",
31 "INVESTMENTS": [{
32 "COMPANY": "EXXON",
33 "SHARES": [{
34 "PURCHASE PRICE": 35.00,
35 "DATE": "01/30/81",
36 "NO.": 100
37 }, {
38 "PURCHASE PRICE": 64.50,
39 "DATE": "01/30/82",
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40 "NO.": 100
41 }, {
42 "PURCHASE PRICE": 59.50,
43 "DATE": "02/10/83",
44 "NO.": 200
45 }]
46 }, {
47 "COMPANY": "FORD",
48 "SHARES": [{
49 "PURCHASE PRICE": 35.50,
50 "DATE": "02/10/83",
51 "NO.": 200
52 }]
53 }, {
54 "COMPANY": "SEARS",
55 "SHARES": [{
56 "PURCHASE PRICE": 35.75,
57 "DATE": "12/25/87",
58 "NO.": 100
59 }]
60 }]
61 }]
62 }

2.3.3.2 Nested Relational Algebra

Nested Relational algebra (NRA) is obtained by generalizing the op-
erators of the relational algebra to work on nested relations and
adding the two operators of nesting (υ) and unnesting (µ). Nested
relations are also known as complex objects. The expressive power
of the nested relational algebra is well understood (Van den Buss-
che, 2001). Figures 2.5 - 2.11 explains nested relational algebra
pictorially.
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(a) The result of the selection oper-
ation (σ) on x1 represented pictori-
ally.

Figure 2.5: The selection operator (σ) retrieves all the records in
the relation which satisfy a certain condition. The condition is de-
fined on the attributes of the relation. On an atomic attribute (a
non nested attribute) the condition must be defined in terms of the
atomic values. On a relational attribute (a nested attribute) the con-
dition must be defined in terms of instances of the relation. (Colby,
1989)

(a) The result of the projec-
tion operation (π) on x1 rep-
resented pictorially.

Figure 2.6: The projection operator (π) projects outward the
columns corresponding to some subset of the attributes. (Colby,
1989)
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(a) The result of the nest operation
(υ) on x1 represented pictorially.

Figure 2.7: The nest operator (υ), also sometimes called pack oper-
ator, transforms a subset of the attributes into a new attribute. Let
X be a subset of the attributes and Y be the new attribute name.
If X ′ is defined as the relative complement of X in Attr(R) then the
pack operator groups together records that have identical values
for the X ′ attributes. (Colby, 1989)

(a) The result of the unnest operation
(µ) on x1 represented pictorially.

Figure 2.8: The unnest operator (µ) or unpack operator does the
inverse of the nest operator by ungrouping or flattening out a subset
of the attributes in the relation. (Colby, 1989)
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(a) The result of the union operation
(∪) on x2 and x3 represented pictori-
ally

Figure 2.9: The union operation (∪) works similarly as in relational
algebra but have been extended to be compatible with nested rela-
tions. (Colby, 1989)
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(a) The result of the
set-difference opera-
tion (−) on x2 and
x3 represented picto-
rially.

Figure 2.10: The set-difference (−) operator works similarly as in
relational algebra but have been extended to be compatible with
nested relations. (Colby, 1989)

(a) The result of the cross-
product (×) on x2 and x4 repre-
sented pictorially.

Figure 2.11: The cross-product (×) generates a relation that has
the attributes of both input relations. Renaming is done to resolve
ambiguity when the input relations have common attribute names.
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2.3.3.3 Definition of Nested Relational Algebra

Let A be a countably infinite set of attribute names and relation
schema names. A relation schema has the form R(S), where R ∈ A
is a relation schema name and S is a finite set of attributes, each
of which is an atomic attribute (i.e., an attribute name in A) or a
schema of a sub-relation. A relation schema can also be obtained
through an NRA operation. The function att is used to retrieve the
attributes from a relation schema name, i.e., att(R) = S. Let ∆ be
the domain of all atomic attributes in A. An instance R of a relation
schema R(S) is a finite set of tuples over R(S). A tuple t over R(S)

is a finite set {a1; v1, ..., an : vn} such that if ai is an atomic attribute,
then vi ∈ ∆, and if ai is a relation schema then vi is an instance of
ai. In the following, when convenient, we refer to relation schemas
by their name only.

A filter ψ over a set A ⊆ A is a Boolean formula constructed from
atoms of the form (a = v) or (a = a′), where {a, a′} ⊆ A, and v is an
atomic value or a relation. Let R and R′ be relation schemas. We use
the following operators: (1) set union R∪R′ and set difference R\R′,
for att(R) = att(R′); (2) cross-product R×R′, resulting in a relation
schema with attributes {rel1.a | a ∈ att(R)} ∪ {rel2.a | a ∈ att(R′)};
(3) selection σψ(R), where ψ is a filter over att(R); (4) projection
πp(R), for P ⊆ att(R); (5) extended projection πp(R), where P may
also contain elements of the form b/e(a1, ..., an), for an expression
e computable in AC0 in data complexity, b a fresh attribute name,
and {a1, ..., an} ⊆ att(R); (6) nest v{a1, ..., an} → b(R), resulting in a
schema with attributes (att(R)\{a1, ..., an}) ∪{b(a1, ..., an)}; and (7)
unnest χa(R), resulting in a schema with attributes (att(R)\{a}) ∪
att(a). Given an NRA query Q and a (relational) database D, the
result of evaluating Q over D, the result of evaluating Q over D is
denoted by ansra(Q,D). (Botoeva et al., 2016)
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2.4 Expressive power of transformation

languages

2.4.1 Expressive power of XSLT

Bex et al. (2002) proved that XSLT have the expressive powers of
relational algebra. This was accomplished by formulating a formal
model for a fragment of XSLT. By defining a formal model of a com-
puter language one can provide the necessary mathematical model
for studying the properties of that language. The specification of a
computer language is often a very extensive document that include
all features of the language in great detail. A formal model often
incorporates only the necessary features of a computer language
to simulate for example relational algebra. Bex et al. (2002) called
the formal model of XSLT, XSLT0. First of all a data model for the
input data and output data of XSTL0 was defined. XSLT uses a XML
document as input and a XML document as output (XML-to-XML
transformations was considered). A set of unranked trees provide
a convenient way of representing a XML document. Therefore they
first formally defined unranked trees as the data model of XSLT0.
A XSLT0 program realizes a transformation from unranked trees to
unranked trees. They later defined the syntax of an XSLT0 program.
And after that they defined the semantics of XSLT0 programs.

2.4.2 Expressive power of the MongoDB Aggrega-

tion system

A NoSQL ("non-SQL" or "non relational") database provides mecha-
nism for storage and retrieval of data that is modeled in means other
than the tabular relations used in relational databases. NoSQL
databases received a surge in popularity in the early twenty-first
century (Leavitt, 2010). A large portion of the NoSQL databases
(e.g., MongoDB, CouchDB, and DocumentDB) organize data in col-
lections of JSON documents.

MongoDB is a free and open-source document-oriented database
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system. MongoDB stores data in JSON-like documents with schemas
and is equipped with a powerful query mechanism that can perform
transformations called the aggregation framework. The MongoDB
model is at the basis of systems provided by different vendors, such
as the DocumentDB system on the Microsoft Azure platform.

Botoeva et al. (2016) proved the expressiveness of MongoDB queries
by formulating a formal model called MQuery, based on a fragment
of the MongoDB aggregation system. By successfully translating
the basic operations of NRA to MQuery and the other way around,
they proved that MQuery and NRA are equivalent in expressive
power. If a transformation language have equivalent expressive
power to MQuery this implies that the transformation language also
have equivalent expressive power to Nested Relational Algebra.

MQuery operators Nested Relational Algebra Operators
Match Select (σ)
Project Project (π)
Group Nest (ν)
Unwind Unnest (µ)
Lookup Left join ( ./)

Figure 2.12: MQuery operators and their respective translation in
Nested Relational Algebra. Left join can be written with a combina-
tion of the basic operations cartesian product, select and project.

Match µϕ, selecting trees according to criterion ϕ, which is a
boolean combination of atomic conditions expressing the equality
of a path p to a value v, or the existence of a path p. (Botoeva et al.,
2016)

Project ρp and ρp
id, which modify trees by projecting away paths,

renaming paths, or introducing new paths; ρp id projects away _id,
while ρp keeps it by default. Here P is a sequence of elements of the
form p or q/d, where p is a path to be kept, q is a new path whose
value is defined by d, and among all such paths p and q, there is no
pair p, p′ where p is a prefix of p′. A value definition d can provide
for q a constant v, the value reached through a path p (i.e., renam-
ing path p to q), a new array defined through its values, the value of
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a Boolean expression β, or a value computed through a conditional
expression (β?d1:d2). Note that, in a Boolean expression β, one can
also compare the values of two paths, while in a match criterion ϕ

one can only compare the value of a path to a constant value.

Group γG:A, groups trees according to a grouping condition G and
collects values of interest according to an aggregation condition A.
Both G and A are (possibly empty) sequences of elements of the
form p/p′, where p′ is a path in the input trees, and p a path in the
output trees. In these sequences if p coincides with p′, then we sim-
ply write p instead of p/p. Each group in the ouput will have an _id
whose value is given by the values of p′ in G for that group.

Unwind ωp and ω+
p , flattens an array reached through a path p in

the input tree, and output a tree for each element of the array; ω+
p

preserves a tree even when the array does not exist or is empty.

Lookup λp1=C · p2p , joins input trees with trees in an external collec-
tion C, using a local path p1 and a path p2 in C to express the join
condition and stores the matching trees in an array under a path p.

2.4.3 Data model of JSON documents

A formal model of a transformation language requires a definition
of a data model for the input and ouput data. Jolt rely on JSON doc-
uments as the input and output data format therefore it will depend
on a data model of a JSON document as a data model. A formal data
model for JSON documents have recently been formulated. Bourhis,
Reutter, Suárez, and Vrgoč (2017) proposed a formal data model for
JSON documents. JSON documents are dictionaries that consist of
key-value pairs. Each value can be a JSON document, this means
that an arbitrary level of nesting can be achieved. JSON supports
array and atomic types such as integers and strings apart from sim-
ple dictionaries. Arrays and dictionaries can contain JSON docu-
ments, this means that the format is fully compositional. The JSON
specification defines seven types of values: objects, arrays, strings,
numbers and the values true, false and null. Bourhis et al. (2017)
called their data model of JSON documents, JSON trees.
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The formal definition by Bourhis et al. (2017) is: The model is
defined as a tree and therefore a tree domain is used as its base. A
tree domain is a prefix-closed subset of N∗. Without loss of general-
ity we assume that for all tree domains D, if D contains a node n · i,
for n ∈ N∗ then D contains all n · j with 0 6 j < i.

Let Σ be an alphabet. A JSON tree over Σ is a structure J =

(D,Obj, Arr, Str, Int,A, val) where D is a tree domain that is parti-
tioned by Obj,Arr, Str and Int,O ⊆ Obj × Σ∗×D is the object-child
relation, A ⊆ Arr × N ×D is the array-child relation, val: Str ∪ Int
→ Σ∗ ∪ N is the string and number value function, and where the
following holds:

1. For each node n ∈ Obj and child n · i of n, O contains one triple
(n,w, n · i), for a word w ∈ Σ∗.

2. The first two components of O form a key: if (n,w, n · i) and
(n,w, n · j) are in O, then i = j.

3. For each node n ∈ Arr and child n · i of n,A contains the tripe
(n, i, n · i).

4. If n is in Str or Int then D cannot contains nodes of form n · u.

5. The value function assigns to each string node in Str a value
in Σ∗ and to each number node in Int a natural number.

2.4.3.1 Comparison of the formal JSON data model and the
formal XML data model

The data model formulated by (Bourhis et al., 2017) have a tree-
shaped structure that is similar to the ordered data-tree model of
XML, but with some key differences. The first difference is that
JSON trees are deterministic by design, as each key can appear at
most once inside a dictionary. This has various implications at the
time of querying JSON documents: arrays are explicitly present in
JSON, which is not the case in XML. The ordered structure of XML
could be used to simulate arrays, but the defining feature of each
JSON dictionary is that it is unordered, thus dictating the nodes
of the tree to be typed accordingly. And finally, JSON values are
again JSON objects, thus making equality comparisons much more
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complex than in case of XML, since we are now comparing subtrees,
and not just atomic values (Bourhis et al., 2017).

2.5 Run time and memory usage perfor-

mance of transformation languages

Zavoral and Dvorakova (2009) evaluated the performance of sev-
eral XSLT processors on large data sets. Most XSLT processors
parse input data into DOM-like structure which leads to significant
problems during processing of large data sets. Performance issues
can arise such as all available memory being exhausted, the trans-
formation can take unacceptable long time, or the processors can
fail. Leading XSLT processors are DOM-based, which means that
they store the whole input data in the memory and then perform
the transformation according to the specification. Much effort has
been devoted to make the processors more efficient, primarily by
optimizing data structures used for in-memory storage, the mem-
ory usage still remains proportional to the size of the input data
(Dvořáková & Zavoral, 2008). The streaming processing is an alter-
native to the DOM-based processing. In optimal case, the proces-
sor stores as much of the input data in the memory as needed at
a given moment. This approach is algorithmically much more diffi-
cult than the DOM-based processing since it is necessary to identify
parts of the input data to be buffered temporarily. Zavoral and Dvo-
rakova (2009) included four DOM-based XSLT processors and one
prototype streaming XSLT processor in their tests. They stated that
physical memory size is the most relevant factor with major impact
for DOM-based XSLT processors, since it directly affects how large
data sets can be processed. The memory consumption of DOM-
based processors is affected by the raw input data size such as the
length of the tag and attribute names, the amount of textual content
within elements and attributes. They concluded that DOM-based
processors are significantly more efficient than the streaming pro-
cessors until the memory is exhausted. Large data that does not fit
into the memory must be processed by some streaming technique.

XSLT is only a specification and there exist multiple XSLT proces-
sors that implement that specification with different performance.
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(Jellife, 2017) evaluated the different XSLT 1.0 engines by designing
a series of tests measuring both run time and memory usage. One
test was designed to to be the smallest possible transformation, to
measure the time of setting up the processor with the specification.
One test was designed to measure reading time, another to measure
copy and write time, etc. (Jellife, 2017) concluded that there exist
large performance differences between the processors and that not
all XSLT processors have performance in the same order of magni-
tude.

2.6 Background conclusions

2.6.1 Evaluating the expressive power of Jolt

(Bex et al., 2002; Botoeva et al., 2016) have evaluated the expres-
sive power of a transformation language by defining a formal model
of a fragment of the transformation language that captures the rele-
vant aspects of the transformation language. This is done by formu-
lating a data model for the input document and output document.
The syntax and semantics of the formal model is later defined. Fi-
nally operations of a formal language where the expressive power
have been established is translated to the newly defined formal lan-
guage. Since Jolt transforms a valid JSON document into another
valid JSON document, a data model for a JSON document for both
the input document and output document can be used. Bourhis et
al. (2017) defined a data model for a JSON document which can be
used. They called the model JSON trees. After defining the syntax
and semantics of our formal model we will attempt to translate the
operations of MQuery. MQuery is a fragment of the MongoDB ag-
gregation framework, including only the operations match, unwind,
project, group and lookup which were all previously defined in sec-
tion 2.4.2. MQuery was proven equivalent in expressive power to
nested relational algebra. By creating translations from the oper-
ations included in MQuery to Jolt0 we can compare the expressive
power of Jolt0 and NRA indirectly. If all operations are successfully
translated to Jolt0, this implies that the formal model of Jolt is at
least as expressive as MQuery and NRA.
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2.6.2 Evaluating the run time and memory usage

performance of transformation languages

Every transformation language except Jolt is supported on a variety
of platforms. Jolt is only supported on the Java platform. To make
the performance tests as fair as possible and to remove possible
platform performance differences all tests should be implemented
on the Java platform. XSLT is only a specification and there are nu-
merous different processors that implements the specification that
have significant performance differences (Jellife, 2017). This re-
port is focused on JSON-to-JSON transformations and therefore the
processor that is chosen requires full support of the XSLT 3.0 spec-
ification. Existing processors that have full support for XSLT 3.0
are Exselt and Saxon. The Saxon processor was chosen because it
has support for multiple platforms: Java, .Net and JavaScript while
Exselt only supports the .Net platform. Another reason the Saxon
XSLT 3.0 processor was chosen was because the documentation was
deemed superior to the documentation of Exselt. The Saxon XSLT
3.0 processor have support for streaming of large input documents
but only in the enterprise edition of the processors.

Performance evaluation tests are created by formulating equivalent
transformations in the different transformation languages. That
means that given the same input, the same output will be received.
The first test will measure the setup time of each transformation
language, that is how much time it takes to parse the transforma-
tion specification and create instances of the processor object. The
second test will do a transformation on a large input data document
to see how each solution scales with large input data. The third
test is a small structural transformation that would simulate a sim-
ple REST API response transformation. The fourth and final test
will first setup the transformation process only once and later run a
thousand transformations sequentially. This is often how transfor-
mation languages are used in conjunction with Web APIs, where a
transformation specification is initialized only once to service mul-
tiple web requests.
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3.1 Formal model of Jolt

To define a formal model of a transformation language three steps
are needed. First a data model of the input and output data must
be defined. Secondly, the syntax of the formal model must be de-
fined. Thirdly and lastly, the semantics of the formal model must be
described.

3.1.1 Data model of Jolt0

The data model called JSON Trees, defined by (Bourhis et al., 2017)
will be used as a data model for Jolt0. The definition of JSON Trees
can be found in the Background chapter in section 2.4.2. A data
model is used to define the structure and syntax of the input and
output symbols of the formal model.

3.1.2 Syntax of Jolt0 programs

Jolt0 will only include the shift operation in Jolt. Excluded opera-
tions are default, remove, cardinality, sort. They are not included
since they are deemed useless when transforming MQuery to Jolt.
Jolt0 will become a simpler, more concise model by not including the
other operations.

Definition. A Jolt0 program is a tuple P = (Σ,∆,M) where Σ is an
alphabet of input symbols. ∆ is an alphabet of output symbols. M
is a n-length tuple (a finite ordered list of elements) of operations

27
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(x1, ..., xn), where n ≥ 0. A Jolt0 program realizes a transformation
from a JSON tree to a JSON tree.

M is of the form

spec := [
{

x1
},
{

x2
},
. . .
{

xn
}

]

xi is an operation where every operation x requires both p and q to
be specified. p is a JSON tree structure which corresponds to an
input path that selects the desired nodes to be used in the opera-
tion. Arrays in p are represented by using their index as key. For
every leaf node of the JSON tree p, there must exist an output path
q, which uses a flattened dot notation.

Every shift operation requires a JSON tree p, and have the form.

{

operation shift

p
}

The JSON tree structure p has a corresponding q for every leaf node
of p. It has the form:

root {
branch0 : {

leaf0 : q0 ,
leaf1 : q1 ,

}
branch1 : {

leaf2 : q2 ,
leaf3 : q3 ,
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}
}

An example of the full syntax of a shift operation:

{

operation shift

root {
branch0 : {

leaf0 : q0 ,
leaf1 : q1 ,

}
branch1 : {

leaf2 : q2 ,
leaf3 : q3 ,

}
}

}

qi is the output path and uses a flattened dot notation path notation.
q may contain array brackets []. q is of the form:

root .branch . [ ]

3.1.2.1 Syntax of moving instructions

There exist multiple different moving instructions in Jolt where the
syntax and semantics are defined independently for each operation.
Some operations are only defined in the JSON tree (called p in Jolt0),
and others are only defined in the output path (called q in Jolt0)
and some in both. Jolt0 has a small set of these operations defined,
the instructions that were defined have relevance for transforming
Jolt0 into MQuery while the remaining instructions that have been
deemed useless have not been defined in Jolt0 to make the model
simpler.

3.1.2.2 Moving instructions defined in p

children : matches any children of the parent of current node in p.
An example p using children would be:
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root {
branch0 : {

children : q0

}
branch1 : {

leaf2 : q2 ,
leaf3 : q3 ,

}
}

Every child-node of branch0 will be transformed and put on the same
output path q0 in the resulting JSON tree.

parent(y, q) : Will refer to the parent of the current node. Where
y is an integer that defines what level of ancestor-node the moving
instruction parent will refer to. parent(0) will refer to the current

node, while parent(1) will refer to the parent of the current node.
q is an optional argument that specifies a path of the same formats
as other q. An example p using parent would be:

root {
branch0 : {

parent(2, branch1.leaf2) : q0

}
branch1 : {

leaf2 : q2 ,
leaf3 : q3 ,

}
}

In this example the node leaf2 in branch1 will be put on the output
path in q0.

key(y) : Selects only the key of the current node. y can be used

similarly to y in parent to select which ancestor’s key that should
be selected. The key of the current node is key(0). An example of
the key moving instruction in p would be:

root {
branch0 : {

key(1) : q0 ,
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leaf1 : q1 ,
}
branch1 : {

leaf2 : q2 ,
leaf3 : q3 ,

}
}

In this example the key of the node branch0 will be put on the output
path q0.

3.1.2.3 Moving instructions defined in q

parent(y) : Refers to the parent of the current node in the dot-
notation of q. Where y is an integer that defines what level of
ancestor-node the moving instruction parent will refer to. An ex-
ample p using parent would be:

root {
branch0 : {

parent(2, branch1.leaf2) : q0

}
branch1 : {

leaf2 : q2 ,
leaf3 : q3 ,

}
}

value(y, q) : Refers to the value of a leaf to be used as a key in the
output path. Where y is a defined as an ancestor level of the current
node in p. q is defined as the path to the leaf. An example of a p with
a q using value would be:

root {
branch0 : {

leaf0 : root.branch3. value(1, leaf1) ,

leaf1 : q1 ,
}
branch1 : {

leaf2 : q2 ,
leaf3 : q3 ,
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}
}

In this example the value of leaf1 will be set as the key to the value
of leaf0 node leaf0 on the output path root.branch1

index(y) : Only valid in the context of an array in q. Where y is
the ancestor level. Index returns how many matches the ancestor
have and then uses that as an index in the array. An example of a p
with a q using index would be:

root {
branch0 : {

children : {

key(0) : root.branch3.[ index(2) ].name ,

value(0) : root.branch3.[ index(2) ].name

}
}

}

In this example index checks its ancestor node 2 levels above to see
how many matches there are (how many keys there are in the first
row, and how many values there are in the second) and creates an
array of that length.

With the aid of the examples, the reader is invited to check that
any program in the abstract syntax of Jolt0 can be readily translated
into actual Jolt.

3.1.3 Semantics of Jolt0 programs

In this section the semantics of a Jolt0 program P on an input tree
t are described. The input tree t has the form of the previously de-
fined data model JSON tree. This is done by defining two rewrite
relations, one for the selecting of nodes which are defined in the
paths of p and one for the constructing process which are defined
in q.

The objective of the model is to capture the actual behavior of Jolt as
precisely as possible, rather than developing a clean top-down theo-
retical framework that is distant from the actual language. However
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some low-level features of Jolt that exist because of implementation
aspects are intentionally abstracted away.

Each operation is executed in the order that it is specified within
the tuple M . The original input Σ is passed into the first operation
ofM , with its output passed into the next operation, and so on. Each
operation outputs a JSON tree that conforms to the definition of the
data model previously defined. The output ∆ of the final operation
of M is returned from the Jolt0 transformation.

Jolt0 traverses the input paths specified in p and tries to find matches
in the input document which consists of the input symbols Σ. If a
match is found the constructing process specified in q is initialized.
If more than one node is matched, each matched node will in alpha-
betical order have a constructing process initialized as defined in q.
If there are no matches in an input path defined in p, the construct-
ing process defined in q will not be initialized. If q contains moving
instructions such as value and they do not match a specified node,
the constructing process of that node will not be finalized.

3.2 Expressive power of Jolt0

MQuery is a fragment of the MongoDB aggregation framework,
including only the operations match, unwind, project, group and
lookup which were all previously defined in section 2.4.2. MQuery
was proven equivalent in expressive power to nested relational al-
gebra. By creating translations from the operations included in
MQuery to Jolt0 we can compare the expressive power of Jolt0 and
NRA indirectly.

3.2.1 Translating MQuery operations to Jolt0

The MongoDB aggregation framework is the basis for MQuery. There
will be some differences structural differences of the input data for
Jolt and MQuery. Since MQuery can apply operations to collections
of JSON documents (in the formal case this corresponds to forests
of JSON trees) in contrast to Jolt which operate on either a single
JSON document or an array of JSON documents (which can also be
seen as a collection of JSON documents). If the input data to Jolt
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consists of an array of JSON documents, this corresponds to JSON
collections which are stored differently in MongoDB. ä

Each one of the following examples has not only been translated to
Jolt0 but also into actual Jolt to ensure that Jolt produces the exact
same output as the MongoDB aggregation framework. The input
data, Jolt specification and output data can be seen in the appendix
at section.

3.2.1.1 Match

The example of match that exists in the MongoDB aggregation frame-
work is:

db. articles . aggregate(
[ { $match : { author : "dave" } } ]

) ;

The transformation matches and outputs all elements where the at-
tribute author has the value "dave". In MQuery, this is equivalent to
µauthor=”dave”. This transformation can be translated to an equivalent
Jolt0 transformation:

[
{

operation shift

children {
author : {

dave : {

parent(2) : []

}
}

}
]

However if we would like to accomplish a more advanced selection
such as:

db. articles . aggregate(
[{ $match: { score : { $gt : 70} } ]

) ;
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The transformation matches and outputs all elements where the at-
tribute score is greater than 70. In MQuery this is written: µscore > 70.
This is not possible in neither Jolt0 and Jolt because Jolt does not
have support for equational logics. Jolt does not support advanced
atomic conditions but can fulfill some simpler matching conditions.
This implies that match is not always expressible in Jolt0.

3.2.1.2 Unwind

The example of unwind that exists in the MongoDB aggregation
framework is:

db. inventory . aggregate(
[ { $unwind : "$sizes" } ]

)

The transformation unwinds the nested sizes attribute (sizes is an
array in JSON). In MQuery this is written: ωsizes. This can be trans-
formed to Jolt0:

[
{

operation shift

sizes {

children : {

parent(1) : parent(1) .size ,

parent(3, _id) : parent(1) ._id ,

parent(3, item) : parent(1) .item

}
}

}
]

The transformation returns the same output as in the example and
the array of the input have has successfully unnested. An equivalent
transformation has been formulated in Jolt0.

3.2.1.3 Project

The example of project that exists in the MongoDB aggregation
framework is:
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db.books . aggregate(
[ { $project : { _id : 1, t i t l e : 1 , author : 1 } } ]

)

The transformation projects the fields _id, title and author. In MQuery
this is formulated as ρ_id, title, author. The transformation can be trans-
lated to Jolt0:

[
{

operation shift

_id : _id ,
title : title ,
author : author

}
]

The example of a match operation has successfully been translated
into Jolt0 and receives the same output as the MongoDB transforma-
tion. But similarly to match, projection can use advanced conditions
which are not possible to express in Jolt0. An example of that would
be:

db.books . aggregate( [
{

$project : {
t i t l e : 1,
full_stock :
{

$cond: { i f : { $gte : [ "$qty" , 250 ] }}
}

}
}

] )

In MQuery this would be formulated as ρitem, full_stock/(qty > 250). The
transformation produces a tree with the title, and a boolean called
full_stock set to true if "qty" is greater than 250 and false otherwise.

3.2.1.4 Group

The example of group that exists in the MongoDB aggregation frame-
work is:
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db.books . aggregate(
[

{ $group : { _id : "$author" , books : { $push: " $t i t le " } } }
]

)

The group operation groups the the elements by author and pivots
the data of the title to a book array. In MQuery this is formulated as
γauthor/_id:books/title. In Jolt0:

[
{

operation shift

children : {

title : value(1, author) .[]

}
},
{

operation shift

children : {

key(1) : index(2) ._id

parent(1) : index(2) .books

}
}

]

The group operation produces the same output as the MongoDB
transformation and have been successfully translated to Jolt0.

3.2.1.5 Lookup

The example of lookup that exists in the MongoDB aggregation
framework is:

db. orders . aggregate ( [
{

$lookup :
{

from: " inventory " ,
localField : "item" ,
foreignField : "sku" ,
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as : " inventory_docs"
}

}
] )

The example joins the documents from orders with the documents
from the inventory collection using the fields item from the orders
collection and the sku field from the inventory collection. In MQuery
this is formulated λitem=inventory.sku

inventory_docs . In Jolt0:

[
{

operation shift

orders : orders ,
inventory : {

children : {

parent(0) : inventory_docs. value(1, sku)

}
}

},
{

operation shift

orders : {

children : {

_id : [ parent(1) ]._id

price : [ parent(1) ].price

quantity : [ parent(1) ].quantity

item : {

children : {

parent(4, inventory_docs. parent(1) .sku) : [ parent(3) ].item

}
}

}
}

}
]

In this basic example of a join, we manage to successfully accom-
plish it with Jolt0. However difficulties arise if we change the join to
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be dependent on a condition.

db. orders . aggregate ( [
{

$lookup :
{

from: "warehouses" ,
let : { order_item : "$item" , order_qty : "$ordered" },
pipeline : [

{ $match:
{ $expr :

{ $and:
[

{ $eq: [ "$stock_item" , "$$order_item" ] },
{ $gte : [ "$instock " , "$$order_qty" ] }

]
}

}
},
{ $project : { stock_item : 0, _id : 0 } }

] ,
as : "stockdata"

}
}

] )

The lookup operation joins the orders collection with the warehouse
collection by the item and whether the quantity in stock is sufficient
to cover the ordered quantity. This operation uses atomic conditions
which Jolt0 cannot express similarly to previous operations.

3.3 Performance evaluation

All performance tests (setup test, large input test, REST API re-
sponse test and sequential test) were run on the Java platform to
remove platform differences that might impact performance.

Software: Windows 10 64 bit, Java version 9.0.4 (build 9.0.4+11),
Saxon 9.8 Home edition XSLT 3.0 processor for Java, Jolt 0.1.1,
Handlebars.java (Java implementation of Handlebars) version 4.0.6,
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Liqp (Java implementation of Liquid) 0.7.3.

Hardware: CPU: AMD Ryzen 5 1600, 3200 Mhz, 6 cores. Ram:
32 GB.

3.3.1 Test data

3.3.1.1 Large input test data

The input data of the large input test is a 189.9 MB JSON file which
contains spatial data of the City and Country of San Francisco’s
Subdivision parcels. A link to the input file exists in the appendix in
the section B.1.

Structure of input file:

1 {
2 "type": "FeatureCollection",
3 "features": [
4 {"type": "Feature", "properties": {...
5 {"type": "Feature", "properties": {...
6 {"type": "Feature", "properties": {...
7 ...
8 ]
9 }

Each feature element contains the element type, properties, geom-
etry (which contains multi-dimensional arrays). Features contains
roughly 200 000 elements.

Structure of the output file:

1 {
2 "features:" : [{
3 "properties" : {
4 "MAPBLKLOT" : "0001001",
5 "BLKLOT" : "0001001",
6 "BLOCK_NUM" : "0001",
7 "LOT_NUM" : "001",
8 "FROM_ST" : "0",
9 "TO_ST" : "0",
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10 "STREET" : "UNKNOWN",
11 "ST_TYPE" : null,
12 "ODD_EVEN" : "E"
13 }
14 },
15 ...
16 ,{
17 "properties" : {
18 "MAPBLKLOT" : "VACSTWIL",
19 "BLKLOT" : "VACSTWIL",
20 "BLOCK_NUM" : "VACST",
21 "LOT_NUM" : "WIL",
22 "FROM_ST" : null,
23 "TO_ST" : null,
24 "STREET" : null,
25 "ST_TYPE" : null,
26 "ODD_EVEN" : null
27 }
28 }]
29 }

Transformation specifications for each of the languages have been
written so that it takes the exact same input JSON and outputs a
exactly similar JSON file. The specification for each transformation
language can be found in the appendix in the section B.1.0.1.

3.3.1.2 REST API response and sequential test data

The input data of the REST api response test is an arbitrary exam-
ple of a JSON response from a web api. The input data document
consists of nested objects. For the sequential test, random data was
generated but the same structure was used as below.

Structure of the input file:

1 {
2 "meta": {
3 "total-pages": 13
4 },
5 "data": {
6 "type": "articles",
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7 "id": "3",
8 "attributes": {
9 "title": "JSON API paints my bikeshed!",

10 "body": "The shortest article. Ever.",
11 "created": "2015-05-22T14:56:29.000Z",
12 "updated": "2015-05-22T14:56:28.000Z"
13 }
14 },
15 "links": {
16 "self": "http://example.com/articles?page[number]=3&

page[size]=1",
17 "first": "http://example.com/articles?page[number]=1&

page[size]=1",
18 "prev": "http://example.com/articles?page[number]=2&

page[size]=1",
19 "next": "http://example.com/articles?page[number]=4&

page[size]=1",
20 "last": "http://example.com/articles?page[number]=13&

page[size]=1"
21 }
22 }

Structure of the output file:

1 {
2 "id" : "3",
3 "type" : "articles",
4 "title" : "JSON API paints my bikeshed!",
5 "body" : "The shortest article. Ever.",
6 "created" : "2015-05-22T14:56:29.000Z",
7 "updated" : "2015-05-22T14:56:28.000Z",
8 "total-pages" : 13,
9 "links" : {

10 "self" : "http://example.com/articles?page[number]=3&
page[size]=1",

11 "first" : "http://example.com/articles?page[number]
=1&page[size]=1",

12 "prev" : "http://example.com/articles?page[number]=2&
page[size]=1",

13 "next" : "http://example.com/articles?page[number]=4&
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page[size]=1",
14 "last" : "http://example.com/articles?page[number]

=13&page[size]=1"
15 }
16 }

All data have been unnested except the links object. Transformation
specifications for each of the languages have been written so that
it takes the exact same input JSON and outputs an exactly similar
JSON file. The specification for each transformation language can
be found in the appendix in the section B.1.0.1.
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Results

4.1 Expressive power of Jolt0

Since several of the operations in MQuery have shown to be impos-
sible to express in Jolt0 it has been concluded that Jolt0 have less
expressive power than Nested Relational Algebra.

4.2 Performance of transformation languages

4.2.1 Time for the setup test

Jolt and Liquid performed similarly in the setup test, Handlebars
performed worse than the two and XSLT 3.0 significantly worse,
using more than two and a half times the time of Jolt and Liquid to
setup the transformation, as seen in 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: Average run time of the setup test in milliseconds. The
red marker depicts standard deviation. The setup test measures
how much time it takes to parse a transformation specification and
creating an object of the transformation processor.

4.2.2 Run times of the large input test

Handlebars, Jolt and Liquid performed similarly in terms of run time
during the large input test. XSLT 3.0 performed significantly worse
and had about twice as long run time as the other languages, as
seen in 4.2.
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Figure 4.2: Average run time of the large input test in seconds.
The bar graph depicts how each transformation language scale with
large input data in terms of run time.

4.2.3 Memory usage of the large input test

Handlebars, Jolt and Liquid templates performed roughly similar
in terms of memory usage during the large input test. XSLT 3.0
performed significantly worse with roughly twice as much memory
usage as the other two, as seen in 4.3. XSLT 3.0 had a high deviation
of memory usage during this test compared to the other languages
and other tests. The standard deviation of the XSLT 3.0 runs in this
test was 0.525 Gigabyte (GB).
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Figure 4.3: Average memory usage of the large input test in Giga-
bytes. The bar graph depicts how each transformation language
scale with large input data in terms of memory usage.

4.2.4 Run time of the REST response test

The results of the REST response test shows that for all transfor-
mation languages the setup time constitutes the vast amount of to-
tal time it takes for all transformation languages to perform a sin-
gle REST response transformation. XSLT 3.0 performs significantly
worse than the other three languages but as seen in 4.4 this is due
to the setup time taking longer than the other languages rather than
the transformation time.
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Figure 4.4: Average setup time and total run time of the REST input
test in milliseconds. The bar graph depicts how large amount of the
total run time constitutes of setup time.
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4.2.5 Run time of the sequential test

The results of the run time performance of the sequential test
shows different result than the previous tests. In this test
the results of XSLT 3.0 is not an outlier as in previous tests.
Jolt have the best performance in this test with 289.7 mil-
liseconds. Handlebars have the second least run time with
436.9 milliseconds. Liquid and XSLT 3.0 both perform roughly
equal and significantly worse than the other two transforma-
tion languages with 917.3 and 976.7 milliseconds as seen in 4.5.

Figure 4.5: Average run time of the sequential test in milliseconds.
The bar graph depicts how each transformation language perform
in terms of run time when setting up a transformation specifica-
tion and performing 1000 sequential transformation similar to how
transformation languages are used in conjunction with a REST API
in a web solution.
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4.2.6 Memory usage of the sequential test

The results of the memory usage performance of the sequential test
show that Jolt uses the least amount of memory with 0.018372 Gb.
Handlebars uses the second least amount of memory with 0.024904
Gb. Liquid and XSLT 3.0 performs similarly with 0.06582 Gb and
0.071714. Liquid shows a higher deviation during the runs than the
other languages with a standard deviation of 0.012639 Gb as seen
in 4.6.

Figure 4.6: Average memory usage of the sequential test in Giga-
bytes. The bar graph depicts how each transformation language
perform in terms of memory usage when setting up a transforma-
tion specification and performing 1000 sequential transformation
similar to how transformation languages are used in conjunction
with a REST API in a web solution.
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Discussion

Jolt0 could not express operations in MQuery that were dependent
on atomic conditions and therefore one can assume that it has less
expressive power than not only Nested Relational Algebra but Rela-
tional Algebra as well. Designing transformation specifications for
four different languages that produce equivalent transformations is
time consuming. After spending many hours during this work to
design specifications for both the performance test, the result of
Jolt being less expressive than XSLT is not surprising. XSLT has
a surprisingly large support for a wide range of operations while
Jolt is a much more minimal transformation language with a small
set of operations. However when Bex et al. (2002) showed that
XSLT had the expressive power of relational algebra, only a small
fragment of XSLT was used for the formal model. One could ar-
gue that even though Jolt has a small set of operations, those could
have been enough for it to have the expressive powers of relational
algebra. The consequence of Jolt having less expressive power im-
plicates that XSLT can express many advanced transformations that
Jolt cannot.

The performance of both run time and memory usage of the trans-
formation languages varied. The transformation language that stood
out most of the group was XSLT 3.0. Its performance scaled signif-
icantly worse with large input data, both in terms of run time and
memory usage. Across all tests XSLT 3.0 performed worst of the
group. When considering the result of the performance tests there
is a very logical reason why XSLT 3.0 stands out. The other three
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languages Jolt, Handlebars and Liquid all perform the transforma-
tions natively in JSON while XSLT uses a round-trip solution. XSLT
3.0 must first convert the JSON data into XML format and later per-
form the transformations in XML and after that convert the trans-
formed XML back to JSON. An interesting takeaway is that XSLT
3.0 performed closely to Liquid when it came to the sequential test,
both in terms of run time and memory usage. The sequential test
simulates how transformation languages often are used in conjunc-
tion with web APIs.

Choosing the right transformation language depends on what fac-
tor is considered most important. If performance is not an issue,
XSLT 3.0 should be considered in my opinion because of its su-
perior expressive power. In this work, we only evaluated the ex-
pressive power of Jolt, which was shown formally to be less expres-
sive than XSLT. However the other languages also faced problems
when translating advanced transformations. In this work Jolt, Liq-
uid and Handlebars proved more than once unable to express ad-
vanced transformations without writing custom code, while it was
possible to formulate such transformations in XSLT 3.0 using built-
in functionality. One example of a real life transformation from the
principal of this work is a transformation where the input had the
structure as shown below. Each user has an element in the array
per role and each such element has part resources for each such
role.

1 [
2 {
3 "userId": 425345,
4 "userName" : randomName,
5 "roleId": 4,
6 "roleName": "User administrator"
7 ...
8 "partResources": [
9 {

10 "resourceId": 23423,
11 "place": "York",
12 ...
13 },
14 {
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15 "resourceId": 24324,
16 "place": "Liverpool",
17 ...
18 },
19 ...
20 ]
21 },
22 {
23 "userId": 425345,
24 "userName" : randomName,
25 "roleId": 11,
26 "roleName": "Statistician"
27 ...
28 "partResources": [
29 {
30 "resourceId": 23423,
31 "place": "York",
32 ...
33 },
34 {
35 "resourceId": 24324,
36 "place": "Liverpool",
37 ...
38 },
39 ...
40 ]
41 }},
42 ...
43 ]
44 }
45 ]

In the output structure every user has only one element in the ar-
ray and in that element there exist a role array which contains ev-
ery role of that user. There is also an array that includes all part
resources that a user have and the respective role in each part re-
source. The desired output structure after the transformation would
be:

1 [
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2 {
3 "userId": 425345,
4 "userName" : randomName,
5 ...
6 "roles" : [{
7 "roleId": 4,
8 "roleName": "User administrator"
9 ...

10 }, {
11 "roleId": 11,
12 "roleName": "Statistician"
13 ...
14 },
15 ...
16 ],
17 "partResources" : [{
18 "partResourcesId" : 624531,
19 "place" : "York",
20 "number" : 1,
21 "roles" : [{
22 "roleId" : 4,
23 "roleName": "User administrator"
24 }, {
25 "roleId": 11,
26 "roleName": "Statistician"
27 },
28 ...
29 ]
30 },
31 ...
32 ]
33 }
34 ]

This transformation was accomplished in XSLT 3.0 with a lengthy
specification. To explain a fraction of that specification, three nested
group-by operations were used and several atomic boolean condi-
tions. A transformation language must have the expressive power
of relational algebra in order to express the group by operation.
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Jolt has been shown formally in this work to not be able to express
group-by operations. As for the other transformation languages
Handlebars and Liquid although not proved in this work, none of
them could express the group-by operation without writing custom
code. Even if custom code was written to support the group-by
operation for the transformation languages, an advanced transfor-
mation like the example above would be unfeasible because there
were many other operations used in the specification that neither
Jolt, Handlebars and Liquid did have support for.

In the case of the principal which works with integration of exist-
ing systems, the author of this thesis more often came in contact
with advanced transformations rather than simple. In such cases
the author would strongly advice the use of XSLT 3.0 even though
as shown in the performance test there are several drawbacks per-
formance wise compared to the other languages. If run time and
memory usage performance is critical one might consider one of
Jolt, Handlebars or Liquid, especially if large input data is going
to be used for the transformations. However if those have to per-
form advanced transformations there is a high risk that custom code
must be written. If the transformation language is going to be used
for simple sequential transformations, for example in conjunction
with a REST API and performance is important then Jolt or Handle-
bars would be advised over the other languages in the group.

One potential drawback with this work is that it is very dependent
on the work of others. The data model used for the formal model
have been directly taken from the work of Bourhis et al. (2017). This
work is also dependent on the correctness of the work by Botoeva
et al. (2016). The operations of the formal model MQuery which
they defined have been translated to Jolt0 and the expressive power
of their model was compared to new formal model Jolt0 which was
presented in this work.

A potential problem with the method is that in all other similar stud-
ies, the expressive equivalence of the compared models was proven
to be true unlike in this work. In those studies, similar to this one, a
formal model was formed with a fragment of a transformation lan-
guage as basis. In this study the two formal models compared were
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not equivalent in expressive power. This creates a problem where
we have to prove that the parts of the transformation language that
are not included in the formal model will not extend the expres-
sive powers of the model to be able to be equivalent to, in this case
nested relational algebra.

As mentioned previously in the report XSLT 3.0 is a standard with
multiple different processors that might have large differences when
it comes to run time and memory usage as shown in the study by
Zavoral and Dvorakova (2009). In this work only one processor was
included in the tests and there might exist other processors that will
perform significantly better in the performance tests.

The author of this thesis have a few suggestions for future work
that concerns this thesis. In this work only one way of translations
of the operations has been done, from MQuery to Jolt0 and because
this was not possible we prove that MQuery and Jolt0 do not have
equivalent expressive power. In future work it would be interesting
if someone uses the Jolt0 model and investigate if all operations in
Jolt0 can be translated to MQuery (the other way around). If this is
possible this would prove that MQuery (and therefore also nested
relational algebra) is strictly more expressive than Jolt0. Another
possibility for future work would be to create formal models of Han-
dlebars and Liquid to formally prove their expressive powers.

XSLT 3.0 is a new standard and there is a large probability that new
processors will be developed. A study that compares the perfor-
mance difference of XSLT 3.0 processors would be very interesting.
One might find a XSLT 3.0 processor that can have performance that
can compete with transformation languages that use a native solu-
tion such as Jolt, Handlebars or Liquid for large input data trans-
formations. Another aspect that would be interesting to evaluate is
how the streaming mode of the Saxon XSLT 3.0 processors performs
when it comes to run time on large input data.



Chapter 6

Conclusion

A formal model was formed of a fragment of the JSON-to-JSON
transformation language Jolt as basis. The operations of MQuery,
another formal model defined by Botoeva et al. (2016) which have
been proved equivalent in expressive power to nested relational al-
gebra was attempted to be translated into Jolt0 to evaluate if the two
formal models had equivalent expressive power. This was not possi-
ble which implies that the two formal models do not have equivalent
expressive power which also implies that Jolt0 have less expressive
power than nested relational algebra. The four JSON-to-JSON trans-
formation languages Jolt, Handlebars, Liquid and XSLT 3.0 were
compared in terms of run time and memory usage performance.
XSLT 3.0 which uses a round-trip solution had the worst perfor-
mance in every test. Particularly in the test where large input data
were used, XSLT 3.0 performed significantly worse both in terms of
run time and memory usage than the the other languages. The three
native solutions Jolt, Handlebars and Liquid had similar results on
most tests except on the test for sequential transformations where
Liquid performed significantly worse than Jolt and Handlebars.
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Appendix A

A.1 Jolt translations of MQuery operations

A.1.0.1 Match example input data

1 [
2 {
3 "_id": "512bc95fe835e68f199c8686",
4 "author": "dave",
5 "score": 80,
6 "views": 100
7 },
8 {
9 "_id": "512bc962e835e68f199c8687",

10 "author": "dave",
11 "score": 85,
12 "views": 521
13 },
14 {
15 "_id": "55f5a192d4bede9ac365b257",
16 "author": "ahn",
17 "score": 60,
18 "views": 1000
19 },
20 {
21 "_id": "55f5a192d4bede9ac365b258",
22 "author": "li",
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23 "score": 55,
24 "views": 5000
25 },
26 {
27 "_id": "55f5a1d3d4bede9ac365b259",
28 "author": "annT",
29 "score": 60,
30 "views": 50
31 },
32 {
33 "_id": "55f5a1d3d4bede9ac365b25a",
34 "author": "li",
35 "score": 94,
36 "views": 999
37 },
38 {
39 "_id": "55f5a1d3d4bede9ac365b25b",
40 "author": "ty",
41 "score": 95,
42 "views": 1000
43 }
44 ]

A.1.0.2 Match µauthor=”dave” translation in Jolt

1 [
2 {
3 "operation": "shift",
4 "spec": {
5 "*": {
6 "author": {
7 "dave": {
8 "@2": "[]"
9 }

10 }
11 }
12 }
13 }
14 ]
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A.1.0.3 Output data after match µauthor=”dave” transformation
in Jolt

1 [
2 {
3 "_id" : "512bc95fe835e68f199c8686",
4 "author" : "dave",
5 "score" : 80,
6 "views" : 100
7 },
8 {
9 "_id" : "512bc962e835e68f199c8687",

10 "author" : "dave",
11 "score" : 85,
12 "views" : 521
13 }
14 ]
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A.1.0.4 Unwind example input data

1 {
2 "_id" : 1,
3 "item" : "ABC1",
4 "sizes" : [ "S", "M", "L"]
5 }

A.1.0.5 Unwind ωsizes translation in Jolt

1 [
2 {
3 "operation": "shift",
4 "spec": {
5 "sizes": {
6 "*": {
7 "@" : "&.size",
8 "@(3,_id)" : "&._id",
9 "@(3,item)" : "&.item"

10 }
11 }
12 }
13 }
14 ]

A.1.0.6 Output data after unwind ωsizes transformation in Jolt

1 {
2 "0" : {
3 "size" : "S",
4 "_id" : 1,
5 "item" : "ABC1"
6 },
7 "1" : {
8 "size" : "M",
9 "_id" : 1,

10 "item" : "ABC1"
11 },
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12 "2" : {
13 "size" : "L",
14 "_id" : 1,
15 "item" : "ABC1"
16 }
17 }

A.1.0.7 Project example input data

1 {
2 "_id" : 1,
3 "item" : "ABC1",
4 "sizes" : [ "S", "M", "L"]
5 }

A.1.0.8 Project ρ_id, title, author translation in Jolt

1 [
2 {
3 "operation": "shift",
4 "spec": {
5 "_id": "_id",
6 "title": "title",
7 "author": "author"
8 }
9 }

10 ]

A.1.0.9 Output data after project ρ_id, title, author transforma-
tion in Jolt

1 {
2 "_id" : 1,
3 "title" : "abc123",
4 "author" : {
5 "last" : "zzz",
6 "first" : "aaa"
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7 }
8 }

A.1.0.10 Group example input data

1 [
2 {
3 "_id" : 8751,
4 "title" : "The Banquet",
5 "author" : "Dante",
6 "copies" : 2
7 },
8 {
9 "_id" : 8752,

10 "title" : "Divine Comedy",
11 "author" : "Dante",
12 "copies" : 1
13 },
14 {
15 "_id" : 8645,
16 "title" : "Eclogues",
17 "author" : "Dante",
18 "copies" : 2
19 },
20 {
21 "_id" : 7000,
22 "title" : "The Odyssey",
23 "author" : "Homer",
24 "copies" : 10
25 },
26 {
27 "_id" : 7020,
28 "title" : "Iliad",
29 "author" : "Homer",
30 "copies" : 10
31 }
32 ]
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A.1.0.11 Group γauthor/_id:books/title translation in Jolt

1 [
2 {
3 "operation": "shift",
4 "spec": {
5 "*": {
6 "title": "@(1,author).[]"
7 }
8 }
9 },

10 {
11 "operation": "shift",
12 "spec": {
13 "*": {
14 "$": "[#2]._id",
15 "@": "[#2].books"
16 }
17 }
18 }
19 ]

A.1.0.12 Output data after group γauthor/_id:books/title transfor-
mation in Jolt

1 [ {
2 "_id" : "Dante",
3 "books" : [ "The Banquet", "Divine Comedy", "Eclogues"

]
4 }, {
5 "_id" : "Homer",
6 "books" : [ "The Odyssey", "Iliad" ]
7 } ]

A.1.0.13 Lookup example input data

1 {
2 "orders" :
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3 [
4 {
5 "_id" : 1,
6 "item" : "almonds",
7 "price" : 12,
8 "quantity" : 2
9 },

10 {
11 "_id" : 2,
12 "item" : "pecans",
13 "price" : 20,
14 "quantity" : 1
15 },
16 {
17 "_id" : 3
18 }
19 ],
20 "inventory":
21 [
22 {
23 "_id" : 1,
24 "sku" : "almonds",
25 "description": "product 1",
26 "instock" : 120
27 },
28 {
29 "_id" : 2,
30 "sku" : "bread",
31 "description": "product 2",
32 "instock" : 80
33 },
34 {
35 "_id" : 3,
36 "sku" : "cashews",
37 "description": "product 3",
38 "instock" : 60
39 },
40 {
41 "_id" : 4,
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42 "sku" : "pecans",
43 "description": "product 4",
44 "instock" : 70
45 }
46 ]
47 }

A.1.0.14 Lookup translation λitem=inventory.sku
inventory_docs in Jolt

1 [
2 {
3 "operation": "shift",
4 "spec": {
5 "orders": "orders",
6 "inventory": {
7 "*": {
8 "@": "inventory_docs.@(1,sku)"
9 }

10 }
11 }
12 },
13 {
14 "operation": "shift",
15 "spec": {
16 "orders": {
17 "*": {
18 "_id": "[&1]._id",
19 "price": "[&1].price",
20 "quantity": "[&1].quantity",
21 "item": {
22 "*": {
23 "@(4,inventory_docs.&.sku)": "[&3].item",
24 "@(4,inventory_docs.&)": "[&3].

inventory_docs"
25 }
26 }
27 }
28 }
29 }
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30 }
31 ]

A.1.0.15 Output data after lookup transformation λitem=inventory.sku
inventory_docs

in Jolt

1 [
2 {
3 "_id" : 1,
4 "price" : 12,
5 "quantity" : 2,
6 "item" : "almonds",
7 "inventory_docs" :{
8 "_id" : 1,
9 "sku" : "almonds",

10 "description" : "product 1",
11 "instock" : 120
12 }
13 },
14 {
15 "_id" : 2,
16 "price" : 20,
17 "quantity" : 1,
18 "item" : "pecans",
19 "inventory_docs" :{
20 "_id" : 4,
21 "sku" : "pecans",
22 "description" : "product 4",
23 "instock" : 70
24 }
25 },
26 {
27 "_id" : 3
28 }
29 ]
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B.1 Performance test

Link to the large input test file: https://github.com/zemirco/sf-city-
lots-json

B.1.0.1 XSLT 3.0 specification for the large input test

<xsl : stylesheet version="3.0" xmlns: xsl="http : / /www.w3.
org/1999/XSL/Transform"

xmlns : xs="http : / /www.w3. org/2001/XMLSchema"
xpath−default−namespace="http : / /www.w3. org/2005/xpath−

functions">

<xsl :mode on−no−match="shallow−skip"/>

<xsl : output method="text " indent="yes"/>
<xsl :param name="input−as−JSON"/>

<xsl :param name="input−as−XML" as="node( ) " select="
json−to−xml($input−as−JSON) " />

<xsl : template name="in i t">
<xsl : variable as="node( ) " name="transformed−XML" >

<xsl : apply−templates select="$input−as−XML"/>
</xsl : variable>
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<xsl :copy−of select="xml−to−json ($transformed−XML,
map{’indent ’ : true ( ) })"/> <!−− "xml−to−json (
$transformed−XML, map{’indent ’ : true ( ) })"/> −−>

</xsl : template>

<xsl : template match="@* | node( )">
<xsl :copy>

<xsl : apply−templates select="@* | node( ) "/>
</xsl :copy>

</xsl : template>

<xsl : template match="map/ array /map/map">
<xsl : for−each select =".[@key =’properties ’]">

<xsl :copy−of select="."/>
</xsl : for−each>

</xsl : template>

<xsl : template match="map/ string">
</xsl : template>

</xsl : stylesheet>

B.1.0.2 Jolt specification for the large input test

[
{

"operation " : " shi f t " ,
"spec" : {

" features " : {
"*" : {

"properties " : " features : [ ] . properties"
}

}
}

}
]

B.1.0.3 Handlebars specification for the large input test

{
" features" : [

{{~#each features}}
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{"properties " :
{{{json properties}}}
}
{{~#unless @last~}}, {{~/unless~}}

{{~/each}}
]

}

B.1.0.4 Liquid specification for for the large input test

{
" features" : [

{% for element in features %}
{ "properties" :
{{ element . properties | json}}
}
{% i f forloop . last == false %},{% endif %}

{% endfor %}
]

}

B.1.0.5 XSLT 3.0 specification for the REST response test
and sequential test

<xsl : stylesheet xmlns: xsl="http : / /www.w3. org/1999/XSL/
Transform"

xmlns : xs="http : / /www.w3. org/2001/XMLSchema" version
="3.0"

xmlns="http : / /www.w3. org/2005/xpath−functions"
xpath−default−namespace="http : / /www.w3. org/2005/xpath−

functions" expand−text="yes">

<xsl : output method="text " indent="yes"/>
<xsl :param name="input−as−JSON"/>

<xsl :param name="input−as−XML" as="node( ) " select="
json−to−xml($input−as−JSON) " />

<xsl : template name="in i t">
<xsl : variable name="transformed−XML" as="node( )">

<xsl : apply−templates select="$input−as−XML"/>
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</xsl : variable>
<xsl : value−of disable−output−escaping="yes"

select="xml−to−json ($transformed−XML, map{’
indent ’ : true ( ) })"/>

</xsl : template>

<xsl : template match="@* | node( )">
<xsl :copy>

<xsl : apply−templates select="@* | node( ) "/>
</xsl :copy>

</xsl : template>

<xsl : template match="map">
<map>

<number key="id"> {. /map[@key=’data ’ ] / string [
@key=’id ’]} </number>

<string key="type"> {. /map[@key=’data ’ ] /
string [@key=’type ’]} </string>

<string key="t i t l e"> {. /map[@key=’data ’ ] /map[
@key=’attributes ’ ] / string [@key=’ t i t le ’]}
</string>

<string key="body"> {. /map[@key=’data ’ ] /map[
@key=’attributes ’ ] / string [@key=’body’]}
</string>

<string key="created"> {. /map[@key=’data ’ ] /
map[@key=’attributes ’ ] / string [@key=’
created ’]} </string>

<string key="updated"> {. /map[@key=’data ’ ] /
map[@key=’attributes ’ ] / string [@key=’
updated’]} </string>

<number key="total−pages"> {. /map[@key=’meta
’ ] /number[@key=’total−pages’]} </number>

<xsl :copy−of select ="./map[@key=’links ’]"/ >
</map>

</xsl : template>
</xsl : stylesheet>

B.1.0.6 Jolt specification for the REST response test and se-
quential test
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[
{

"operation " : " shi f t " ,
"spec" : {

"data " : {
" id " : " id " ,
"type " : "type" ,
" attributes " : {

" t i t l e " : " t i t l e " ,
"body" : "body" ,
"created " : "created" ,
"updated" : "updated"

}
},
"meta" : {

" total−pages" : " total−pages"
},
" links " : " links "

}
}

]

B.1.0.7 Handlebars specification for the REST response test
and sequential test

{
" id " : {{data . id}},
"type" : "{{data . type}}",
" t i t l e " : "{{data . attributes . t i t l e }}",
"body" : "{{data . attributes .body}}",
"created" : "{{data . attributes . created}}",
"updated" : "{{data . attributes .updated}}",
" total−pages" : {{meta. total−pages}},
" links " : {{{json links}}}

}

B.1.0.8 Liquid specification for the REST response test and
sequential test

{
" id " : {{ data . id }},
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"type" : "{{data . type}}",
" t i t l e " : "{{data . attributes . t i t l e }}",
"body" : "{{data . attributes .body}}",
"created" : "{{data . attributes . created}}",
"updated" : "{{data . attributes .updated}}",
" total−pages" : {{meta. total−pages}},
" links " : {{links | json}}

}
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